Pharmacogenetics of beta1-adrenergic receptors in heart failure and hypertension.
Currently it is generally accepted that an individual's genetic makeup can modify the efficacy of drug treatment or the risk of adverse reactions. Although not a new concept, the availability of human genome sequence and rapid genotyping at variable loci in drug targets or metabolizing genes has provided new opportunities for the field termed "pharmacogenetics". Somewhat surprisingly, multiple studies have shown the existence of common variants (polymorphisms) in members of the G-protein coupled receptor superfamily, which constitute around 50% of all the targets of currently prescribed drugs. The beta1-adrenergic receptors (beta1ARs) are interesting candidates for pharmacogenetic studies in two complex cardiovascular disease, heart failure and hypertension, since they mediate the effects of catecholamines in the sympathetic nervous system. These receptors are involved in the progression and treatment (beta-blockers therapy) of both diseases, and have polymorphisms that show altered function or regulation as compared to their allelic counterparts in recombinant expression systems and genetically modified mice. These results have prompted prospective and retrospective clinical studies examining whether polymorphisms of these genes are risk factors, disease modifiers, or predictors of b-blocker response in heart failure and hypertension. To date, it appears that beta1AR variants are very likely one genetic component that defines responsiveness to beta-blockers in heart failure and hypertension. Altogether, results are promising, but discrepancies between studies require resolution before these polymorphisms can be utilized in practice. With the goal of personalizing therapy based on an individual's genetic makeup, additional adequately powered, multiethnic, multi-drug studies will be needed.